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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
105 - ARCHEOLOGY - PART 1
OU ISRAEL CENTER - FALL 2018

A] ARCHEOLOGY - THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MODERN SCIENCE
Archaeology originated in 15th and 16th century Europe as a combination of the popularity of collecting art and humanistic rational
philosophy that held art in high esteem. Renaissance leaders collected antiquities from ancient Greece and Rome, leading to
sponsored excavations and the development of the science of archaeology. The excavations of Herculaneum and Pompeii, preserved
by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79CE, were started in the mid 18C and Napoleon's 1798 invasion of Egypt started a new era in
archaeology. Napoleon brought with him a think-tank of 175 scholars with its own traveling library, scientific tools and measuring
equipment. By 1822, Jean-François Champollion had deciphered the Rosetta Stone, unveiling the secrets of ancient Egypt's
hieroglyphics to the world.
Scientific archaeology developed in the 19th Century with advances in the studies of geology and biology. Charles Lyell developed the
modern geologic system of uniformitarian stratigraphy, which gave archaeologists a reliable timescale on which to date items. The
20th Century saw finds like the 1922 discovery of King Tutankhamen's tomb and the 1926 unearthing of the Royal Tombs at Ur, which
brought the entire forgotten Sumerian civilization to life.
Archeology now uses many scientific1 tools and disciplines to assist in identifying and dating finds, including Carbon 14 dating,
philography2, geology, epigraphy3, numismatics4, philology5.

B] ARCHEOLOGY IN ERETZ YISRAEL
Archeology in Eretz Yisrael has always been pursued with a clear background agenda!
• It began in ernest in the mid 19th Century with the work of Edward Robinson (1794-1863) and Charles Warren (1840-1927) whose
focus was to gain a deeper familiarity with the world of the Bible and find actual traces of the biblical narratives.
• Later, at the start of the 20th Century, Christian scholars such as William Albright (1891-1971) came to demonstrate the accuracy of
the biblical narrative with a view to disproving the documentary hypothesis which was then gaining traction and which argued strongly
against he historicity of the Tanach.
• Jewish archeology in the mid 20th Century, headed by Yigael Yadin (1917-1984) was focused much more on rooting the Zionist
endeavor in the history of the Land and showing the deep connection between Eretz Yisrael and the Jewish people.
• Towards the end of the 20th Century there arose a school of ‘New Archeology’ which sought to disconnect from the narrative of the
Tanach and approach the archeology independently without any assumptions gleaned from the Biblical text.
• This lead to what became know as the ‘minimalist approach’ where some archeologists, in particular Zev Herzog6, took the view that
large parts of the Tanach are not historical and even a ‘nihilist approach’ which completely rejects the Tanach as a historical document.
• There is also a growing school of biblical archeologists7 who view Tanach as a key tool in the analysis and interpretation of the data.8

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

But see below as to the significant limitations of archeology as a definitive science.
The study of all forms and styles of writing.
The study of ancient inscriptions.
The study of coins, tokens, medals and money.
The study of the structure, historical development, and relationships of a language or languages.
Who wrote a famous article in Ha’Aretz in October 1999 denying the historical record of Tanach. This was translated into English and published in Biblical Archeology Review and is
available at http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/news/704190/posts, together with a response by Hershel Shanks.
7. Note the ongoing excavations of Ir David by Eilat Mazar and many others.
8. An interesting contemporary archeologist in the field is Dr Yonatan Adler of Ariel University - see
https://www.ariel.ac.il/Projects/tzmm/Uploads/TRPUserImages/86023211480.pdf and https://ariel.academia.edu/YonatanAdler for over 50 of his articles.
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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C] ARCHEOLOGY AS A CHALLENGE TO OR SUPPORT FOR THE AUTHENTICITY OF TANACH
One of the key hashkafic questions concerning archeology is the extent to which modern archeological findings present a challenge to
or a support for the historical, chronological and cultural information presented in the Tanach 9.
Unlike other areas of scientific research where there are limited implications beyond the immediate field, biblical archeology can have
an enormous religious and political impact in the region and beyond.10 There is also a clear link between the different interpretations
of archeology and parallel political agendas.11
The key issues12 relate to the archeological evidence for or against the historicity of the biblical period prior to the 9C BCE13, in
particular, the historical accuracy of the period of the Avot, the exile and redemption from Egypt, the conquest of the Land by
Yehoshua, the period of the Shoftim and the United Kingdom under David and Shlomo.
Some of the key issues include:
• A long-standing argument as to when the camel was domesticated and how this impacts on the authenticity of the biblical narrative.
• The location of certain biblical cities, such as Ai.14
• What archeological evidence has been found or should be expected to be found for the Exodus.
Some recent developments include:
• The discovery of Khirbet Qeiyafa in 2007 and subsequent excavation, which provides critical new evidence of Jewish settlement in
the time of King David.
• References to ‘Beit David’15 in the Tel Dan Stele.
• A 3,000 year old seal from the King David era found in 2015 in the Temple Mount Sifting Project.16
• A 2,700 year old seal found in 2015 apparently belonging to the Court of King Chizkiyahu.
• A 2,700 year old seal released in 2018 which belonged to an individual called Isaiah and may contain reference to the prophet.17
Some key issues highlighted by Rav Amnon Bazak in his essays include:
• The importance of stripping away the agendas and consequent intellectual dishonesty of some archeologists.
• The failure of many archeologists to accurately read and understand the biblical text, as opposed to simply reciting the ‘orthodoxies’
of what they understand the Tanach to say (or what they would prefer that it said)18.
• The importance of reading the Tanach itself with more subtlety and to to recognize when it is indeed NOT presenting historical
information, and developing advanced tools in understanding ‘pshat’ and ‘drash’19.

The Isaiah Seal
9. See https://www.jpost.com/Israel-News/Israeli-archaeological-finds-that-uncover-500000-years-of-Jewish-history-567649 for some recent fascinating finds.
10. Archeological proof of deep Jewish connection with Eretz Yisrael can impact strongly on (i) the religious~secular debate and status quo within Israel; (ii) Religious Zionist pride and
activism and the effect this has on coalition left~right politics; (iii) the Israeli-Palestinian debate and respective historical narratives of the players; (iv) the American Evangelical
right and the impact they have on voting patterns in the US.
11. With the minimalist and nihilist schools in archeology clearly tracking the post-Zionist revisionist historians such as Tom Segev and Benny Morris.
12. For further background on this see Reason to Believe, R. Chaim Jachter pp99-114.
For 9 English essays on this by Rav Amnon Bazak see
https://www.etzion.org.il/en/topics/fundamental-issues-study-tanakh from shiur #6a to #6i. (Other fascinating issues dealt with in this section of the Yeshivat Har Etzion website
include Biblical Criticism (Higher and Lower), Pshat and Drash and Comparative Ancient Near Eastern Literature. All of these topics are discussed and updated in Rav Bazak’s
recent Hebrew sefer Ad HaYom Hazeh.)
13. There is general agreement that the biblical narrative from Beit Omri and onwards is backed up by the archeological evidence.
14. Rav Bazak deals with all of these issues and many more in his articles ob cit.
15. Attempts by the ‘nihilist’ school to minimize the significance of the finding are summarized by Z. Talshir (quoted by Rav Bazak in
https://www.etzion.org.il/en/shiur-6b-tanakh-and-archaeology#_ftnref12 as follows:
‘The appearance of the House of David as a consolidated political concept represented a real problem for deniers of Ancient Israel. They went to great lengths to try to rid themselves
of this most inconvenient evidence. Davis proposed impossible alternative readings, which no self-respecting scholar would dare to mention; Lemke, despairing of any other
solution, decided that the inscription was a forgery. No other scholar in the academic world has cast the slightest doubt on the reliability of the inscription, the circumstances of its
discovery, or its epigraphic identity. There is nothing problematic about this inscription, other than the fact that it deals a mortal blow to a priori claims against the history of the
House of David.’
16. https://www.jpost.com/Israel-News/Rare-3000-year-old-King-David-era-seal-discovered-by-Temple-Mount-Sifting-Project-419024
17. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOk31CTxQqI
https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2018/02/prophet-isaiah-jerusalem-seal-archaeology-bible/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/in-find-of-biblical-proportions-proof-of-prophet-isaiah-believed-unearthed/
18. One example brought by Rav Bazak is that Beer Sheva is NOT presented in Sefer Bereishit as a town, but a location. Thus archeologists are incorrect when they claim that references
to the town of Beer Sheva in Bereshit is anachronistic.
19. Including the ability to distinguish between ‘pshat’ ie how the text is intended to be read and ‘what happened historically’, which may or may not be the same thing.
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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D] USING ARCHEOLOGY TO DECIDE HALACHA - PRECEDENTS
D1] THE TZITZIT OF THE METEI MIDBAR

/rcsn h,n lk hujt t, :hk rnt /// tghhy tuvv isvc huk,htu trcsnc ibhkzt te vuv tsj tbnhz :vbj rc rc vcr rntu
vhrsvt ?uvhhbhn hshn ,kea tnks :hk rnt /ik hd,xn vuv tku 'uvhhbhn sjs t,kf,s tbre tsj hexp //// uvbh,hzj 'hkzt
kfu /// :hk urnt 'ibcrs vhnek ht,t hf /ik hd,xn rsvu 'vh,rsvt hkzt /vhk hd,xn tk uvhhbhn hshn kheas itns hrhnds hbnhnku ihyuj hbnhnk lk hgcht ?!kkv ,hcf ht htna ,hcf ht gshnk ?hfv ,scg t,fkv htnk !txfhx - vbj rc rc
/,uhkuj

1.

:dg tr,c tcc

/// v"cf ht a"cf ht ,hmhm ihs ubnn sunkk ohnfj hbpk uthcvk ,hkyv ;bf - tbre hkea

2.

oa o"car

The Gemara relates that Rabba Bar Bar Chana was shown the bodies of Bnei Yisrael who died in the desert. He tried to
remove some of their tzitzit to check whether the halacha followed Beit Hillel (who rules that there should be 4 strings in
the tzitzit) or Beit Shamai (who rules that there should be 3). He failed to remove the tzitzit but the Rabbis later told him
that he should have simply examined them in situ and could have worked out the halacha from there!
• Does this Gemara indicate that we should look positively or negatively on empirical or archeological evidence when deciding
halacha?
- Rav Herschel Schachter understands20 this Gemara as a source that archeology IS relevant in deciding halacha.
- Rav Chaim Kanievsky21 and Rav Shlomo Aviner22 argue that Rabba bar bar Chana’s failure to obtain the information
indicates that Divine Providence23 did not want the information to be revealed.

ihyujv ,ubnk u,gsc vkgh tka ohnav in ucchx odu vfkvv rrck irev oan ,jek ohnav in ubnn ugbn ,ntca vnu
vru,v hwg er 'wufu oheh,g ohrcsc yyjk vz lrs pwg vfkv rrck vwcev iumr ihta vzn vtrb 'yuap rcs vz vrutfka
vfkvv rrck lhrm vnmg

3.

jka ,arp - tres tngy 'hexchbe ohhj wr

• To what extent is this highly midrashic source a valid indication of the halachic position on archeology.24
• Does the historical reality on a specific halachic issue have any actual bearing on the halachic psak in the present? Is halacha
based on a ‘reality’ of what was ruled, or on the present ‘din’ in what should be ruled.25

D2] RASHI AND RABBEINU TAM TEFILLIN
It is well known that there is a dispute between Rashi and (his grandson) Rabbeinu Tam on the correct halachic order of the tefillin.

,hcc (zh-th:dh ,una) lthch hf uhrjtu /iumhjv ,hcc jhbnv ktnan (h-t:dh ,una) ase o"cnrvu h"ark :oh,cc i,jbv rsx t
,hcc ,"rku /ubhnhk iumhjv ,hc tuva hghcrv ,hcc (tf-dh:th ohrcs) guna ot vhvu hahkav ,hcc (y-s:u ohrcs) gnau 'hba
/o"cnrvu h"arf okugv dvbnu /gna iumhjv tuva hghcrv ,hccu guna ot vhvu hahkav
/// ovhba jhbhu ihkhp, ,uduz h,a vaghu 'ovhba hsh tmh ohna trh c

4.

c-t ;hgx sk inhx ihkhp, ,ufkv ohhj jrut lurg ijkua

Rashi and the Rambam rules that the order of the parshiot in the tefillin is in exact order of their appearance in the
Chumash - 1,2,3,4. Rabbeinu Tam rules that it is 1,2,4,3. The Shulchan Aruch rules in accordance with Rashi/Rambam
but recommends that a pious individual should wear26 both sets in order to fulfil both opinions.
What if we could dig up ancient tefillin to discover what people REALLY wore in the ancient world? Would that resolve the halacha?
20.
21.
22.
23.

Nefesh HaRav p53 footnote 26.
Ta’ama D’kra Parshat Shelach.
Iturei Yerushalayim 174:34.
Is Divine Providence a relevant factor in the halachic process? There is a principle of ‘lo bashamayim hi’ - that the Torah is not in Heaven and this may prevent the ruling of specific
halachic issues based on heavenly intervention. But does it mean that Divine Providence cannot be taken into account in the general unfolding of the halachic process? Is this not
to some degree inevitable given the hashgacha which determines which sefarim and manuscripts have survived the vicissitudes of Jewish history. Also, even the specific ruling of
halacha based on Divine assistance may be permitted in certain circumstances, such as with Shu’t Min HaShamayim, produced by 13C Tosafist R. Yaakov of Marvege. (See Shu’t
Yosef Ometz of the Chida # 82, where he justifies following the psak of Shu’t Min HaShamayim on the basis that we can follow such heavenly guidance when it decides between
established opinions in halacha.)
24. Raising the broader question of the use of midrashim to decide halacha - iy’H this will be a separate shiur.
25. For instance, where there is a debate between poskim on what was ruled by a previous authority, would it assist halachically if we had a time machine to go back and ask the original
authority what they intended? Would their ‘historic’ view be relevant to the contemporary debate?
26. In fact already from the time of Tosafot the poskim were recommending wearing both sets - if possible at the same time, or one after the other.
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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,wrf ,jtu hwarf ,jt - ohduz wc utmn okaurhcu tgsrvbc

5.

cm ,ujbn ,upxu, hexp

The Piskei Tosafot27 relates that old sets of Tefillin were found in Bavel and Yerushalayim which reflect both positions of Rashi and Rabbeinu Tam - indicating that the machloket is much older28.
Many sets of tefillin29 were also found with the Dead Sea Scrolls - some like Rashi and some like Rabbeinu Tam!30

vkpba ktrah .rtn c,f ujka odu /van ubhcr hrcsfu vnka ubhcr hrcsf ktgnah .rtcu oust .rtc udvb ouen kfn
k"z h"aru van ubhcr rsxf sutn ohbah ihkhp, oa utmnu ktezjh rce kga vnhc

6.

cf inhx ihag kusd ,uumn rpx

The Smag (13C Tosafist) writes that an ancient set of tefillin was found by the grave of Yechezkel31 - it was Rashi tefillin!

uhv ihkuxpa rnhnk hmn ,"rk vcrsta /h"ar hrcsf ktezjh rcec ihkhp, utmna vnn ,"r rsx ru,xk ihts hrun oan h,gnau
/ehsm ka urcec ihbnybu ihrceba ihkuxp ohrpx ihsf urcec urceb lfku rsxv u,utc ic,fa iuhf

7.

sk inhx ohhj jrut vahrs

The Drisha (16C Poland) however rejects this outright! He quotes from his teacher (possibly the Rema or Maharshal)
that the proponents of R. Tam could argue that the tefillin buried in Yechezkel’s grave may have been placed there
precisely because they were pasul!!

D3] THE WEIGHT OF THE SHEKEL
A number of mitzvot - in particular Pidyon Haben - depend on the weight of the shekel. There is a halachic dispute on this, with Rashi
ruling that the shekel is one sixth lighter than the psak of the Rif.

ohcuvzc crv rgha kct /// thbuke ka rahv keank vheut hmj tuva ohcuvz vgcrt ukean keava (ck:tf khgk) h"ar c,fu
/// ohcuvzv u,jp ohudv hfkn hf !if ubbhtu 'rhfzva theutv hmj keanf ovu 'ubrusc odu urusc ohtmnbv

8.

dh:k ,una i"cnr

Ramban brings Rashi’s opinion on the weight of the shekel but rejects this opinion on the basis that the coinage of
Rashi’s time had been reduced in size. In fact, the Ramban originally ruled like the Rif, until he made Aliyah ....

sea ken ihgf sjtv usmn 'o,uj hju,p j,upn ;xf gcyn .rtv hbez shc oa h,tmnu vfgk h,tcu h,hfza vf sg oav hbfrc
rat hrcg c,f tuv hf 'shn uvutreu ohh,ufk c,fv utrvu /cyhv rtc j,upn c,f chcx ohssmv hbacu ',hjukm ihgf hbav usmnu
v,ut ubkeau ////wvausev ohkaurhw hbav smv inu '32wohkeav keaw sjtv smv in utreu 'ihrsvbxc rfzuna unf ohh,ufk rtab
!kusd guhx vnka ubhcr hrcs ughh,xb vbvu /// /vnka ubhcr vrhfzva theutv hmj ovu 'abhkryxt ;xf vrag vkeanu ,ubjkac

9.

keav ihbgc vrgv anuj kg i"cnrv whp

Based on the coins that the Ramban found in Israel and weighed and the testimony of the Samaritans as to the writing on
the coins, the Ramban changed33 his psak34 to rule in line with Rashi.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Compiled in the 13C by the Rosh.
Rav Goren writes that this reflects a machloket in minhag from the time of the Tannaim between Bavel and Eretz Yisrael.
Some of the texts were identical to our own. Others had the addition of the 10 Commandments.
See http://lawrenceschiffman.com/dead-sea-scroll-tefillin
In Al Kifl, Iraq.
The actual inscription reads ‘shekel Yisrael’, as is pointed out by subsequent meafarshim (see R. Azaria de Rossi in Me’or Eynaim Part III (Imrei Bina) ch. 56 p 451. As for how the
Samaritans could have misread the inscription see https://www1.biu.ac.il/indexE.php?id=19242&pt=1&pid=14406&level=0&cPath=43,14206,14373,14406,19242 . This
mistake by the ‘experts’ itself has a bearing on the issue in discussion in this shiur.
33. The other famous example of where the Ramban he changed his positions following his Aliyah concerns the location of Kever Rachel - to be the subject of a separate shiur iy’H.
34. There is a debate about whether the Ramban actually changed his final psak. After all, he writes that the coins are a ‘support’ for the position of Rashi.
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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ijc 'ubhgc ktrah ka keav ushk tca rjt iuhxhbv kgcf ofj iht hf 'vzc hwar og ihsva kwz iwcnrv vsuv ;uxc vbvu
hwar hrcsf ,ntv vtru

10.

s dkp whruv ,ufrcw ekj 'zug-ksdn isng cegh wr

R’ Yaakov Emden sees this as a definite change of halachic position, based on empirical evidence.
Others were less enthusiastic about the Ramban’s change of heart!
• Abarbanel writes35 that the shekel Ramban found could have lost some of its weight over time36.
• The Tashbetz37 is concerned that the Ramban chose to rely on evidence of the Samaritans since they have no halachic credibility.38
• Interestingly, the Shulchan Aruch39 does NOT rule like Rashi, despite the Ramban’s archeological evidence.

D4] THE WRITING ON THE TZITZ

wv'(k Js*«e o,«
.º j h´0jUTP3 Æuh.kg. ³.Tj7 T( pU
3 r«uv· y. c´.v.z .h3M ,h¬3
. G.gu7

11.

uk:jf ,una

One of the 8 special items that were worn by the Cohen Gadol was the tzitz, on which was written - ‘kodesh l’Hashem’.

asueu vkgnk t"v s"uh :ihyha h,ac uhkg cu,fu 'izutk izutn ;eunu ',ugcmt h,a cjuru 'cvz ka xy ihnf .hm :thb,vu
!,jt vyhac wvk ase cu,fu hnur rhgc uh,htr hbt :hxuh hcrc rzghkt hcr rntu /vynk s"nk

12.
:dx ,ca

The Gemara quotes a Beraita that the writing on the tzitz was in two lines - ‘yud-heh’ on the top and ‘kodesh’ on the
bottom. However, R. Eliezer b. R. Yose disagrees. He claims to have seen the tzitz in Rome40 and reports that it was
written on one line!

wasew - wvk ase ihyha hba uhkg c,ufu izutk izutn ;henu ,ugcmt h,a cjr cvz ka xy vaug ?.hmv vagn smhf
/,jt vyhac uvuc,f ohngpu 'raf ,jt vyhac uc,f otu /vkgnkn wwvkw vynkn

13.

t vfkv y erp asenv hkf ,ufkv o"cnr

The Rambam rules like the Tana Kama in the beraita that the tzitz was written on two lines, but also accepts that it can
be written on one line, and sometimes was.

'vkhj,fk ubhhv e",f vfkvs d"gts /wuh,htr hbtw hxuh hcrc t"r rntsn ubhhvs vtrb 'raf ,jt vyhac uc,f otu a"nu ///
rzghkt wr tuv vhtr sgs iuhfs ,jt vyhac uvuc,f ohngpu c,f vz ogynu /hxuh hcrc rzghkt hcrf vfkv tvhn scghsc kct
if uvuc,f ohngps ibhrnt hxuh hcrc

14.

t vfkv y erp asenv hkf ,ufkv vban ;xf

The Kesef Mishna understands that the Rambam rules like the Tana Kama based on the halachic principles of psak. But
he also cannot ignore the eye-witness testimony of what the tzitz actually looked like. As such, he accepts the ‘one line
tzitz’ as a bedieved psak.41

E] THE LIMITATIONS OF MODERN ARCHEOLOGY
Modern archeology is a developing science and, given the benefits of current technology, is improving and becoming more accurate
over time. It also builds on the discoveries of the past, producing an ever-clearer picture. However, there are many inherent limitations
to the archeological method which must be taken into consideration when using it to address halachic issues, including:

35. Shemot 30:13-14
36. Although this can now be tested scientifically. It does however raise the important contemporary question of whether the archeological finds that we have are still in the same state
as they used to be and how to assess any potential change.
37. 3:226
38. This raises a very contemporary question - the halachic credibility of non-Jewish or non-religious Jewish archeologists.
39. Y.D. 305:1
40. Raising the much discussed question as to whether the kelim from the Beit Hamikdash are in fact still being kept in the Vatican. For an interesting article on why it is very unlikely
that this is the case, see http://www.aish.com/jw/s/The-Vatican-and-the-Temple-Vessels.html
41. Interestingly, the Rambam was not convinced sufficiently by the sighting on one tzitz that EVERY tzitz had to be that way. This is another important contemporary issue - even if we
make archeological finds, how sure can we be that they are representative of the majority of such items.
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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1. Most (probably the vast majority) of the archeological record has not yet been found. As such, any conclusions drawn on the basis of
what we have found will often be tentative. One major new find can upset decades of previous assumptions and thinking and show
former conclusions to have been mistaken. On the other hand, not all conclusions are equal and, whilst assumptions made on the
basis of one find may be shaky, others are unlikely to be overturned. For example. hundreds of stepped mikvaot have been found in
Israel and it seems unlikely that a new form of ancient mikveh will be found to be dominant.
2. Even more tentative is any conclusion based on the fact that we have NOT found certain things - vhtr ubht ubhtr tk, or ‘absence of
evidence is not evidence of absence’. As such, prominent headlines that certain biblical events ‘did not happen’ since archeological
evidence for them has not yet been found, are of little intellectual weight.42
3. Many key archeological sites are unavailable for excavation for many reasons, including (i) economic limitations; (ii) areas which
have been built over or are inhabited; (iii) areas which are politically or practically off-limits for many reasons - eg Temple Mount.
4. Most of the original artifacts are not preserved in the archeological record - eg food, papyrus, skins, wood. We are thus seeing a
very limited segment of the true original picture.
5. The items which do survive were not originally created to last forever and represent the period, but rather for use at the time, and
thus may not be fully representative.
6. Many items, even of metal of stone, have not survived in their original form.
7. Some buried items may be specifically unrepresentative - eg scrolls which were buried because they were invalid.
8. Ancient records are often ahistorical or exaggerated. Leaders lied shamelessly to boost their image and popularity and ignored
anything which was not in their interest to report.
9. Interpretation of archeological finds is often subjective and heavily influenced by the external agendas of the archeologists.

F] HALACHIC LIMITATIONS IN THE USE OF ARCHEOLOGY
1. Even if we are satisfied as to the accuracy of archeological finds, what is the halachic weight of those finds? Do they generate a
safek? Can they undermine existing halachic presumptions - such as a rov or chazaka? Eg human bones, walled cities.
2. Is there any precedent from other areas of halacha where secular experts are consulted and relied upon - eg doctors?
3. Can archeology substitute for a mesorah which is lacking? Eg techelet.
4. If we have a halachic mesorah from Chazal on a specific issue, can the archeological record challenge that halachically?
5. How halachically relevant is the reliable is the testimony of non-Jewish or nor religious Jewish archeologists? What are the
parameters of unu, hpk jhxn - someone giving an unbiased opinion within context.

G] HALACHIC AREAS WHICH COULD BE IMPACTED BY THE USE OF ARCHEOLOGY
• Techelet
• The position of the mezuzah
• Mikveh construction
• Purim and which cities read on 15th Adar
• Identification of human remains, whether these are Jewish and whether they can be moved eg for new homes or a new hospital.
• The correct writing of certain letters eg tzadi
In Part 2 we will iy’H look at these specific issues and also the general approach of recent poskim on the question of archeology - in
particular Rav Kook and the Chazon Ish. We will also link this to the question of how to assess the discovery of new Torah manuscripts
and the impact these could have on the contemporary halachic process.
We will need to address the central meta-halachic question concerning whether/to what extent the halachic process is rooted in or
connected to a ‘historic reality’, or is an independent construct with its own rules and systems as to how to define ‘halachic reality’.
42. See an interest analysis of archeology and the Exodus at http://individual.utoronto.ca/mfkolarcik/ancient-israel-in-egypt-and-the-exodus.pdf.
http://www.daat.ac.il/daat/vl/alatar/alatar27.pdf by Rav Yoel Bin Nun on archeology and the biblical narrative in Bereishit.
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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